
Net with Gerald Lefcourt and Bill Dender (?), Rutgers center for constitutional law, 

in Bud's suite of offices this a.m., Bud and Lesar also -oresent. They are fascinated 

with the fit of some of my l'iinutenan stuff, that dealing with the Grenwich Village 
bombing, and an FBI informant in their Detroit 13 case. 

They are also fascinated by the prospects if on discovery the government doesn't 

provide this stuff and other materials I have given to the :FBI, similar stuff. They 
now have all of it. They and an afternoon full. Thu wanted me to rent a car, drive 

home for the files and then take them back. Jim drove up instead ana took the files 

back. 
They seem to have an e;cceetional judge ana they confront Guy Goodwin, to whom 

all this stuff should have gone, unless the FBI already had it, in which even it is 

still covered by the judge's discovery order. 
I doubt this case will go to trial, not with that judge and the doecovery order 

he has issues, ith ibcludes all wiretaps in a case that may have history's (non- 

White House) largest volume of them. 
I told lefcourt the complete history of this moterial and a brief history of my 

source plus what I did with the material after I got it. 

It is not certain that the Grenwich Village l'inuteman in Weatherman's clothing 

is the -etroit informant. Their descriptions, activities and whereabouts at the crucial 

times overlap. I suspect he'll go for the pr:ef on discovery. If it stacks, what a 

thing it will be:FBI murdering. Ane then using the eurderer all over agate, with the 

same kind of people. 
We talked lomger than this brief note indicates, and about more. 

Because I gave aim some of these files, including the one of most interest, 

that establishes the time. I also told him of what else I did, whefe the time is agein 

established. They'll want affidavirs from Jim end me. I guess they 11 be back for one 

from ee. If they and Jim had time, they could have drafted his this p.m. 
BW 9/19/73 


